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Object Detection From a Few LIDAR
Scanning Planes

Zoltan Rozsa , Member, IEEE, and Tamas Sziranyi , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—LIDAR sensors enable object and free-space detec-
tion for intelligent transportation systems and vehicles. This pa-
per proposes a recognition method for LIDARs based on only
a few detection planes. This method is useful especially in the
case when the angular resolution of the scan is sufficient, but in
the vertical direction the planes are far from each other. We use
Fourier descriptor to characterize a scan plane and Convolutional
Neural Network for classification. Our method exploits both time
varying shape information and contours from multiple scan planes
if available. The method performs at least as well as the state of the
art algorithms in case of near field, and it also expands the detection
range. It was evaluated on tens of thousands of samples from large
public datasets and we did separate evaluation for far field objects
as well.

Index Terms—LIDAR, autonomous vehicle, object classification,
remote sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN AUTONOMOUS driving different sensors proved to be
efficient for different tasks: cameras for object recognition

or depth sensors (e.g. LIDARs) for free-space or object candi-
date detection. However, to ensure road safety, different sensor
modalities have to work together [1], [2]. We have to maximize
the efficiency of each distinct sensor modality for each task,
in order to minimize the probabilities of accidents in all cir-
cumstances. In this work we improve the overall classification
performance of LIDAR sensors by widening their application
range for faraway cases. Most of the layer-object intersections
(in case of multi-layer LIDARs) are cone-based ones instead of
plane. However in the target range, the produced object segments
can be approximated as planar segments, so we will refer to them
with this term.
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Fig. 1. Velodyne VLP16 sequence. Cars which are represented only with 2-3
detection planes (there is no extractable local surface information) marked with
red points. Blue points correspond to objects, where local surface information
can be extracted (point clouds with higher vertical resolution).

Fig. 2. Illustration of far object problem (Electric car of MTA SZTAKI
equipped with GoPro cameras, Velodyne HDL-64 and VLP-16 sensors).

Intelligent vehicles are often equipped with LIDARs of rel-
atively good vertical resolution (e.g. Velodyne HDL-641), but
experience shows that far objects will be represented with only a
few planes and local surface features cannot be extracted (Figs. 1
and 2) thus, methods based on surface features cannot be used.
Another frequent scenario is the case when a vehicle is equipped
with LIDARs only providing a few detection planes (e.g. SICK
LD-MRS2 or Velodyne VLP-163) or in some cases only one
plane (e.g., SICK LMS5xx series4). In [3] we proposed a solution
for recognition problem of Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs),

1http://velodynelidar.com/hdl-64e.html
2https://www.sick.com/us/en/detection-and-ranging-solutions/3d-lidar-

sensors/ld-mrs/c/g91913
3http://velodynelidar.com/vlp-16.html
4https://www.sick.com/us/en/detection-and-ranging-solutions/2d-lidar-

sensors/lms5xx/c/g179651
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where we proposed 3D reconstruction by fusing the different
scanning planes of LIDARs producing only a low number of
such planes. In case of autonomous vehicles, even faster decision
is required than in case of AGVs, because of higher speed.
Decisions have to be made based on the recent few scans; there is
no time for the accumulation of more scans. This paper proposes
a solution to this problem by handling all the object candidates
as a set of plane curves. We will show that these plane curves are
suitable for object recognition by considering their change over
time and that increasing the number of scan planes increases the
recognition probability.

Since recent works (e.g. [4], [5]) show good detection per-
formance for a few categories (about 95% recall for three cate-
gories) on 2D LIDAR scans, we aim to enhance the recognition
methods by expanding the application range to the limit of the
scanning resolution.

There is a pressing need in transportation automation for
object and situation recognition. Numerous methods are avail-
able for LIDAR based object detection and classification in the
literature ([6], [7]) with high performance. However, all these
methods operate in the “close” range. The exact range is method
and sensor dependent, but generally the target objects are in the
range of 10–20 m and not farther than 30 m. LIDAR-based
recognition uses (at least 2.5D) surface features, and these
features are not present in the strongly discontinuous point cloud
segments that are further away at a larger distance. So, extending
the processing range is practically impossible for methods that
use surface features. Still, an increase in processing range would
preferable to enable processing in higher speed scenarios. One
possible solution is to fuse different sensor modalities. LIDAR
sensors can still be used to detect points at larger distance, how-
ever without usable surface information. We propose a solution
to exploit the available information as much as possible. The
proposed method’s performance is not influenced by range and
comparable to the state of the art (2D and 2.5D).

Main contributions of the paper are:
• New approach for plane curve description;
• New object representation: as set of time varying plane

curves;
• Possibility to evaluate plane curve groups (in volume or

tracked through time);
• We propose a maximum likelihood scheme in order to in-

crease the recognition probability by using all the available
aggregated data;

• Offer solution to recognition problems caused by objects
present only in a few layers in case of any LIDARs.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II surveys the
literature about the current state of the art in the topic. Section III
describes the proposed method in detail. In Section IV some
sensor limitations are discussed and datasets used for evaluation
are presented. Sections V and VI show our test results and
compare them to other methods. First, our initial class prediction
is introduced, which is superior to the compared methods, then
results based on tracking are presented, which further increases
our recognition performance. Finally, Section VII draws some
conclusions about the topic.

II. RELATED WORKS

Methods working on 3D LIDARs like [6] and [7] use convo-
lutional networks of coherent 3D point clouds as input, while
in our case only separated 2D LIDAR segments are available.
For this problem of plane curves, we propose a new approach,
by statistically combining the information of the separated 2D
curves. In the following, we investigate the literature of ob-
ject classification for LIDARs having one or a few scanning
planes.

Nowadays, 2D or 3D laser scanners are often used in au-
tonomous driving and robotics. Algorithms which aimed object
detection [8] and tracking [9] with laser range finders were
already presented in the 2000s. In these early approaches, more
than one object class was not considered; the primary goal was
finding and tracking people. Today, with the development of
computer vision algorithms and sensors it is common to aim for
the recognition of multiple classes in such planar contour data.
The authors of [4] were capable of differentiating four categories
with good accuracy based on Euclidean distance, using the
width of an obstacle and the measured intensity. By adding
the range variance feature to the descriptor [10], they were
able to increase the classification accuracy. Other approaches
like the one presented in [11] converted the detected blobs to a
5 × 5 binary image and used SVM (Support Vector Machine) to
classify the objects into two categories (vehicles or pedestrians);
other proposed a distant-invariant feature for segmentation and
detection of people without walking aids, people with walkers,
people in wheelchairs and people with crutches [12].

Defining simple geometric features and building a strong
classifier from them (e.g. with AdaBoost) is a common approach
in the classification of 2D contour data. The authors of [13]
predict human shape by detecting different body parts at dif-
ferent heights using more than 10 features acquired from the
scans and AdaBoost algorithm. A similar approach is presented
by [14] using multiple laser rangefinders and by [15] using
a multi-layer one. Motion characteristics also can be used to
identify humans with baby cart, shopping cart or wheel chairs
[16]. [17] used time-varying plane curve representation to solve
the stereo-vision based multiple object tracking problem.

A. Properties and Disadvantages of Available Methods

To summarize, the properties of currently available methods
for classification based on one or a few planar scans:

• In most cases they are based on geometrical features and
either Adaboost method or neural network ([5], [18]) meth-
ods to build a strong classifier.

• Time-variant information is rarely used [19], and informa-
tion via multiple planes is rarely exploited (only searching
for specific body parts), and to the best of our knowledge,
these two have never been utilized simultaneously.

• The above methods are mostly designed for the classifica-
tion of indoor (e.g. industrial hall) objects scanned with
indoor sensors with limited range (they depend on the
sensor’s range and angular resolution).

• Only a few classes are considered for detection.
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• The methods are tested on few thousands samples at
best [5].

B. Advantages Offered by the Proposed Method

There is a need for robust solution for the problem of rec-
ognizing far field outdoor objects, for application in high-speed
autonomous vehicles. Even in best case scenarios (Velodyne
VLS-1285 with very high vertical resolution) in range of 150 m
(half of its official range, on the highway a 130 km/h vehicle
approaches the object in about 4 s) the LIDAR cannot see a
1.5 m height object in more than five planes, and it only sees it
discontinuously (methods invented for 2.5D or 3D point clouds
could not work).

We would like to address the above issues with the advantages
listed below:

• We propose a method that extends the classification pos-
sibility of LIDARs with a few layers and far field classifi-
cation of 3D LIDARs by utilizing both time-varying shape
and multiple plane information.

• Our method designed for outdoor objects is invariant from
the sensor type.

• It is model-free; we do not restrict it by assuming any
relation between the sensor planes.

• We evaluate test results via tens of thousands of samples.
• Our model is able to evaluate the range from single layer

scanning to tracked and/or multiple layers’ scanning; and it
has the same training framework for the feature-level (one
plane), object-level (multiple planes in a frame) and tracked
object-level recognition.

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD

Preliminary results were presented about object represen-
tation as set of plane curves in a volume in [20]. The main
contribution of this paper is the multiple level classification
procedure, but we enclose the full pipeline we used in our test
sequences and propose it to use for the whole process. In the
following, we assume to work with a LIDAR sensor with a few
scanning planes. First, the proposed preprocessing steps, then
the classification method are presented. In the following, we
will refer to the point cloud acquired during one full 3D scan
period of the LIDAR sensor as one frame.

A. Preprocessing of LIDAR Clouds

Our point cloud processing pipeline is based on simple and
robust methods. Known point cloud preprocessing methods from
the literature are listed here in the order of processing that we
used in our experiments to segment objects of scanning planes:

1) Registering consecutive frames: Iterative Closest Point
(ICP) [21].

2) Ground detection: M-estimator SAmple Consensus
(MSAC) Plane fitting [22].

3) Object detection: Euclidean cluster extraction [23] with
distance varying neighborhood radius.

5https://velodynelidar.com/vls-128.html

4) Objects are separated into plane curves, which are contin-
uously matched in the consecutive frames (using features
from simple geometry).

These methods are frequently applied together for similar
purposes, e.g. [24]. In case of moving objects the preprocessing
has to be extended with change detection (determining points
with significant change by algorithm proposed in [25] called
M3C2); moving object detection (objects which have many
points with significant change); and tracking (gathering location,
extension, velocity and orientation to a vector, James Munkres’s
variant of Hungarian assignment algorithm [26] is used to match
the candidates). These processing steps are shown in Fig. 3. Note
that: Stationary objects’ shape is changing along the viewpoint
change of a moving LIDAR sensor.

B. Descriptor of Planar Object Segment

Assuming the above preprocessing steps have been per-
formed, here the objects are represented by plane curves tracked
through several frames. We use a f ∗ (n+ 6) matrix as a de-
scriptor of a LIDAR segment. Here, f indicates the number
of frames the segment is tracked and n represents the number
of Fourier descriptor components [27] and 6 is the number of
statistical measures we compare, explained in Section III-B2. If
n is higher the representation is more precise, however it will
require segments composed of a higher (minimum) number of
points [28]. The composition of this descriptor is explained in
the following:

1) Fourier Descriptor: The Fourier descriptor can be used
to reconstruct the exact curve, so we use this property instead
of extracting geometric features [29]. We consider the segment
as a closed contour (we construct an ordered 2D point cloud,
by copying the original points in reverse order to the end of
the original point cloud). Translation and rotation invariance is
achieved by removing the mean from the 2D point cloud and
by using absolute values in Fourier space. We found that this
representation shows robustness against varying point density
as well. The kth frequency component can be calculated by
the Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the contour (2D point
cloud) with center of gravity in the origin, defined as:

C(k) =
1

N

N−1∑

m=0

(c(m)− c0)e
−i2πmk

N (1)

where N is the number of contour points, c(m) = x(m) +
iy(m), x(m) and y(m) are the x and y complex coordinates
of the mth contour point, c0 = 1

N

∑N
m=1 c(m), and i is the

imaginary number. The Fourier descriptor we use, utilizes the
first n frequency component: FD(j) = |C(j)| (j = 1, . . . , n)

2) Statistical Measures: Our descriptor also contains the
mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ) values of altitude, distance
to the sensor and intensity values along the planar curve.

μA =
1

N

N∑

m=1

Am (2)

σA =

√
1

N − 1

∑N

m=1
|Am − μA|2 (3)

https://velodynelidar.com/vls-128.html
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Fig. 3. Example of preprocessing steps on KITTI tracking database.

where A substitutes the measures: altitude (z(m)), distance to
the sensor in the x− y plane (r(m) =

√
x(m)2 + y(m)2) and

measured intensity values (I(m)).
3) Shape Variation Through Time: The values extracted in

the previous subsections are stored through consecutive frames
and stored as different rows in the descriptor matrix. This is
illustrated in Table I.

TABLE I
EXAMPLE DESCRIPTOR (TRANSPOSE MATRIX) ABOUT THE CAR IN FIG. 5

USING n = 5 FOURIER DESCRIPTOR COMPONENTS. FDX INDICATES THE XTH

FOURIER DESCRIPTOR COMPONENT, z IS THE ALTITUDE, r IS THE DISTANCE TO

THE ORIGIN, I MEANS INTENSITY AND l IS THE FRAME NUMBER

4) Pseudo-Code for Plane Curve Description: Using the
descriptor elements introduced above, we provide a pseudo-
code for our new approach for plane curve description in
Algorithm 1. The input data is an object either represented
as a set of time varying plane curves (plane curve tracked
through f frames): PC = {PC1, .., PCk, .., PCf}, where the
timestamps tf > tf−1 and PCf = {X1, .. Xi.., Xm}, where
Xi = {φi, ri, zi} (LIDAR plane points in polar coordinates)
φi > φi−1, or a set of spatially neighboring plane curves (initial
estimation): PC = {PC1, .., PCk, .., PCh} where the mean
altitudes μzh > μzh−1.

C. Classification of Planar Segments

For the object classification based on the introduced descrip-
tor, we use Convolutional Neural Network as a classifier.
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Fig. 4. Network architecture: all convolutional layers are followed by ReLUs and the fully-connected layer is followed by a softmaxlayer not illustrated in the
scheme. There were 0 padding, both stride and dilation factor 1 (with both directions) are applied (in case of all layers).

Fig. 5. Example of a vehicle segment from 5 consecutive frames (f = 5).
Segments of a car (Purple: Frame l, Green: Frame l − 1, Blue: Frame l − 2,
Red: Frame l − 3, Black: Frame l − 4).

CNNs are frequently used for different purposes (detection,
segmentation, classification, etc.) in image processing, a survey
about them can be found in [30]. CNN was selected for classifica-
tion because we found its prediction probabilities to be superior
to other classifiers we tried (e.g. Naive Bayes Classification or
Support Vector Machine [31]). CNN is commonly applied in
various areas ([32], [33]) where a convenient description can be
made by a 2D matrix like in our case. 2D feature map structure
is used because time (or space) are assumed to be locally related
features. The typical structure of these types of networks are
based on consecutive convolution, ReLU (rectified linear unit)
and max-pooling layers. These elements form the basis of our
architecture as well, where the layer sizes were adjusted to our
descriptor size. Our network architecture is shown in Fig. 4. The
input of our CNN is a 5 × 11 matrix (Fig. 5, Table I as in our
experiments f = 5), while the output has the dimension equal to
the number of categories, where each of the six values indicates
the probability of the corresponding category. Parameters of the
network training: Environment: Matlab; Learning rate: 0.01;
Max epochs: 100 (Iterations/epoch: 1078); Solver: Stochastic
Gradient Descent with Momentum; Validation frequency: 300
iterations; Hardware resource: Single GPU (Nvidia GTX 1080).
This CNN is the common framework for both feature and object
based recognition.

D. Maximum Likelihood for Object Level Decision

In the case when an object was built up from or tracked
through multiple planar curves we applied maximum likelihood
method. The result of our CNN for a single planar curve is a
number between 0 and 1 in case of each category (summing
up these number for all categories we get 1, because of the

definition of softmaxlayer). We consider the resulting numbers
as the probability of a curve of belonging to a category. We
estimate the probability of the whole object to belonging to a
category by:

P (X, λj) =

N∏

i=1

P (Xi, λj), (4)

where: P (Xi, λj) is the probability of the ith planar curve
of an object of corresponding to the jth category and N is the
number of curves building up the object.

We predict the category for the whole object by selecting the
one with the maximum probability.

E. Object Classification Pipeline

In this subsection, we will show some results on LIDAR
sequences (raw data without annotation). We used the pipeline
described in III-A to illustrate how the proposed system should
work on a continuous data stream and recognize moving objects.

After finding moving objects (e.g. pedestrians, cyclists and
cars) and tracking them for five frames, we evaluated our clas-
sification method on feature and object level as well. We have
chosen one frame (Fig. 6) to illustrate the classification result
both with and without using the proposed maximum likelihood
scheme (also, an initial result - based on segments without
tracking - is shown). In this figure one can see that some parts
of cars are categorized cyclists or truck. In case of tracking of
a planar curve only the reasonable fault remained (one curve
of a car classified as truck). By using the maximum likelihood
method and making decision on object level, the prediction for
the whole cars will be correct.

The measured average running times of the prototype pipeline
on the configuration of Intel Core i7-4790K @ 4.00GHz proces-
sor, 32 GB RAM, Nvidia GTX 1080 GPU, Windows 10 64 bit
operating system are the following: preprocessing - 92 ms, the
proposed algorithm (description - 10 ms, CNN - 4 ms, object
level decision - 2 ms) - 16 ms. The process cycle time through
the whole pipeline is about 108 ms. The preprocessing steps
can be speed by GPU implementation [34]. Furthermore, the
reported time corresponds to the whole scene, containing all
object candidates, this time can be significantly decreased by
using Region of Interests. The proposed classification scheme
based on planar segments is fast enough to support intelligent
vehicles.
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Fig. 6. Examples of the proposed pipeline, ground was segmented (Colormap:
Red - Car and Van, Blue - Truck, Cyan - Cyclist).

IV. SENSOR RESOLUTION AND DATASETS

In the following, we will show results on two datasets. The
first one is the KITTI dataset [35], which is commonly used
to test algorithms for autonomous driving; the second one is
from a recent work [7]. The tests contain near, medium distance
and far objects (individual evaluation for far objects is the topic
of the VI-C subsection). The number of plane segments for an
object (in the following denoted as m) varies from 1 to cc. 20
(latter indicates a very close object). The first part of the tests
(Section V) will show results of our initial evaluation (without
tracking) and later (Section VI) we present the results on tracked
frames. The former one is important in order to be able to make
decisions at the beginning. It is also comparable to current state
of the art methods, while results based on tracking are a new
contribution of the paper.

In the following Tables, we will use the forthcoming notation
to distinguish the different cases in the table captions:

Tracking: T - evaluation based on tracked segments; I - initial
result (without tracking the plane segment).

Maximum likelihood: S - plane curves or plane tracked
curves are separately evaluated (without maximum likelihood);
M - maximum likelihood is used on the result of separately
evaluated curves or tracked curves; G - grouped evaluation of
plane curve of the same object with CNN.

Number of frames used in maximum likelihood decision:
0: maximum likelihood in the evaluation is not used; 1-X: the
given number of frames are used; A: all the available frames are
used.

Database: K - KITTI dataset; B - Budapest dataset [7].

Fig. 7. A car represented in 5 frames (Purple: Frame l, Green: Frame l − 1,
Blue: Frame l − 2, Red: Frame l − 3, Black: Frame l − 4); Local curve groups
indicated with yellow quadrants.

Object distance: C - Evaluating all the annotated object
segments (complete set, including near/medium/far objects); F
- Evaluation only for far objects.

The different cases are explained by using Fig. 7.
• In case of initial estimation, previous occurrences of the

object are not used, so the classification is based only
on the curves of the actual frame (indicated with same
color in Fig. 7). CNN with single curve at the input is
used for classification. If maximum likelihood is applied
in this initial case, we use all the classified curves of the
current frame (indicated with same color) to gain an object
level decision (e.g. IM1KF-Table XIV). Without maximum
likelihood we acquire an independent classification result
in feature level for each curve (e.g. IS0KC-Table III).

• Another case of initial estimation (evaluation at the first
appearance of the object without the possibility of tracking),
is the case when curve groups are classified simultaneously
with our CNN, where maximum 5 curves can be fed into the
input layer (e.g. IG0KF-Table XV). Two curve groups of 5
are indicated with yellow quadrants in Fig. 7. This method
proved to be more efficient than maximum likelihood in
case of far objects, where only a few layers are present.

• In case of evaluation of tracked curves, we categorize the
plane curves grouped with their matched representation on
previous frames (as shown in Fig. 5). After the classifi-
cation, we use maximum likelihood on different number
of curves from different number of frames (explained in
details in Section VI). For example, in case of Fig. 7 we
can use all the 5 ∗m curves (e.g. TM5BC-Table XIII) of
each 5 occurrence of the car (assuming we have tracked
the object at least from the frame l-9). Our test results will
show that five frames contain sufficient information for the
nearly best performance.

In the evaluations we use the average F-measure: F =
1
k

∑k
i=1 Fi, with the usual definition of single category F-rate:

F = 2 · precision · recall
precision + recall

(5)

where precision = true positive samples
positive samples and recall =

true positive samples
relevant samples . F-measure weighted by the sample numbers of

each category is denoted by Fw:

Fw =
k∑

i=1

Fi · ni

N
(6)
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Where Fi is the F-measure of ith category, k is the number of
categories, ni is the cardinality of ith category, and N is number
of all the samples.

A. Sensor Resolution

The detectable far field objects and their definition as a far
field object highly depends on the actual LIDAR sensor. As
an example, we examine the scanning efficiency for Velodyne
HDL-64E sensor planes and the detection range for pedestrians.
Addressing the scanning resolution issue, we assume a human
with 60 cm width and 160 cm height. Based on the sensor’s
vertical resolution, which is about 0.4 degrees, in an optimal
situation it is possible to detect the human in two scan planes
even about in 110 m range (the official sensor range is 120
m). However, calculating with its angular resolution of around
0.2 degree (it can vary from 0.08 to 0.35 degrees depending on
its scanning frequency), in order to find at minimum 5 points on
a scan plane (in our experiments we used minimum 5 points in a
planar scan to represent an object), the human cannot be farther
than 34 m. Although, lowering the scanning frame-rate enables
0.08 degree angular resolution, and one can find other LIDARs in
the market with even higher angular resolution (SICK LD-LRS6

−0.0625 degree, Quanergy M87 −0.03 degree). Consequently,
it is possible to detect pedestrians even at a large distance. These
values have to be checked for each sensor.

B. KITTI Dataset

We conducted proof of concept tests on the training set of
the KITTI tracking database [35]; this set is annotated, so here
it is guaranteed that we can have information about an object
through several frames. In this set, labeled objects are annotated
through different number of frames in 21 sequences. It allows
us to investigate our classification algorithm independently of
the quality of the preprocessing, both for our initial estimation
and for tracked cases. Object tracking is one of the preprocessing
steps in the latter case, its performance could affect the classifica-
tion accuracy (best reported Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy
- MOTA in this database is about 90% for cars). However, we
need only a few frames (5 in these tests) for evaluation, so we
assume that the classification is not influenced significantly by
the tracking performance. We do not use tracking for the initial
evaluation (showing already good performance). In these tests
we gathered all the not occluded and not truncated objects from
8 categories (car, van, truck, pedestrian, person sitting, cyclist,
tram, miscellaneous) which can be tracked through at least 5
frames and have at least 1 plane in each of these frames with
minimum 5 points. These objects were cut out based on their
annotated 3D bounding boxes and then they were divided into
segments based on the scanner planes. This resulted in 197,256
samples, which we divided into training (70%), validation (15%)
and test (15%) sets. It is worth mentioning that segmentation
algorithms like [36] work with about 90% F-rate, so they can

6https://www.sick.com/ag/en/detection-and-ranging-solutions/2d-lidar-
sensors/ld-lrs/c/g91912

7http://quanergy.com/m8/

influence the final classification results. The categories of car
and van and also pedestrian and person sitting are combined,
because they are ‘neighboring’ categories.

C. Budapest Dataset

This dataset is presented in [7]. The authors segmented the
objects as in [36]. Intensity data is not provided, so it was left
out from our descriptor. There are four object categories in
this urban data, namely: vehicle, street furniture, pedestrian and
facade.

V. COMPARISON IN CASE OF SPATIAL SERIES (INITIAL

ESTIMATION FROM ONE FRAME)

In this section, we compare the proposed approach to state of
the art classification methods. In order to accomplish adequate
comparison (which is based on the same amount of information)
we used here our initial estimation from one frame without
tracking. To the best of our knowledge, there are no other
methods applying tracked frames as part of their descriptor, so
comparison is presented only in this section. When an object
first appears in the far field, we do not have information about
it from previous frames. Until we gather information about how
its shape varies, we propose to make a decision as follows. Fill
the different rows of the input descriptor matrix of the CNN
with locally neighboring planes of the same object (instead
of temporal neighbors), and if we have less than five, use the
actual one more than once. The issue of instant decision is very
important, because acquiring five frames can be time-consuming
(depending on the frame-rate of the LIDAR sensor). Even with
20 Hz scanning frequency, a vehicle moving with 90 km/h on
a highway can move about 6 m. To summarize, it is essential
to make a fast decision as our initial estimation, even if it has a
lower precision.

A. 2D LIDAR

In [4] and [10] a method is proposed for pedestrians, vehicles,
2 wheel vehicles and rubber cones classification in 2D LIDAR
scans. In [4] 100%, 88.38%, 99.38 and 100% accuracy was
reported for the above categories, but only for a few thousand
test samples. We tested the method on the KITTI database. In
this test a nearest neighbor classification was performed based
on Euclidean distance of width, range variance and intensity data
of the curves as [4] proposed. Their results can be seen in Table II
which can be compared to the results of our initial estimation
in Table III on the same database. The difference between the
measures on KITTI and reported in [4] can be explained by
different category numbers, types, cardinality and type of the
data. In the test of Table III we gained information for our method
from only a single planar curve without tracking it, in this case
all the five rows of our descriptor matrix were filled with the
same data. Our method outperforms [4] in each aspect except
the recall of tram and miscellaneous category, but the overall
performance difference is significant. The comparison is shown
in Table IV.

http://quanergy.com/m8/
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TABLE II
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR PLANAR CURVES BY THE METHOD PROPOSED IN,

DATABASE2D, [10] in KITTI DATASET. (IS0KC) (1: CAR AND VAN, 2: TRUCK,
3: PEDESTRIAN AND PERSON SITTING, 4: CYCLISTS, 5: TRAM, 6: MISC)

TABLE III
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR PLANAR CURVES (PART OF INITIAL ESTIMATION) BY

USING THE PROPOSED METHOD IN KITTI DATASET. (IS0KC) (1: CAR AND

VAN, 2: TRUCK, 3: PEDESTRIAN AND PERSON SITTING, 4: CYCLISTS,
5: TRAM, 6: MISC)

B. 3D LIDAR

The authors of [7] present the results for the Budapest database
presented in Table V. In [7] the object classification is based on
one frame without tracking. In order to compare our methods,
we built up the descriptor of object slices from 5 neighboring
scan planes of an object in each frame (instead of 5 different
occurrences of the same plane segment in consecutive frames).
After separate evaluations of curve groups, we used the proposed
maximum likelihood method on the five-curve-groups to make
a concatenated decision on the object level. Results of [7]
for this database: Precision: 90%, Recall: 87%, F-rate: 89%,
detailed evaluation can be found in [7]. Our precision and recall
values are higher (Table VI) in case of each category except
the vehicle (Table V). This can be explained by the fact the
authors used contextual labeling refinement after classification
to distinguish the similar categories of vehicle and facade. By
applying tracking and object level evaluation as we propose
(Table XIII) we outperform [7] in all the measures. Note that
method of [7] cannot be used in case of small number of scan
planes.

TABLE IV
METHOD COMPARISON (PROPOSED AND [4], [10]) IN CASE OF

2D CONTOURS (IS0KC)

TABLE V
METHOD COMPARISON (PROPOSED AND [7]) IN CASE OF 2.5D OBJECTS

WITHOUT TRACKING (IM1BC)

TABLE VI
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR PLANAR CURVES BY USING PROPOSED METHOD

WITH MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD SCHEME FOR m CURVES OF ONE FRAME IN

BUDAPEST D (IM1BC). (1: VEHICLE, 2: STREET FURNITURE, 3: PEDESTRIAN,
4: FACADE)

VI. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OF TIME SERIES (FROM INITIAL

TO TRACKING BASED)

Four type of tests are evaluated in case of both datasets:
• Classification of each planar segment as part of different ob-

ject as data acquired from a single-layer LIDAR (depending
on previous occurrence of this segment on previous frames,
but independent from another segments of the same object).
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TABLE VII
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR TRACKED PLANAR CURVES WITH THE PROPOSED

METHOD IN KITTI DATASET. (TS0KC) (1: CAR AND VAN, 2: TRUCK, 3:
PEDESTRIAN AND PERSON SITTING, 4: CYCLISTS, 5: TRAM, 6: MISC)

• Based on the result of the above classification, decision is
made on object level. 3D objects are segmented based on
the sensor rings. If an object is built up of more than one
segment (m > 1) in the actual frame, we use the proposed
maximum likelihood scheme on the CNN output to make
an object level decision.

• Based on the result of independent classification of each
planar segment, decision is made on object level based on
the last f = 5 frames. If the tracked object is built up of m
segments in each of the last 5 frames, we use the proposed
maximum likelihood scheme on the CNN output to make
an object level decision based on 5 ∗m segments.

• Based on the result of the independent classification of each
planar segment, decision is made on object level based on
the last f frames. If the tracked object is built up of m
segments in each of the last f frames, we use the proposed
maximum likelihood scheme on the CNN output to make
on object level decision based on f ∗m segments.

A. KITTI Dataset

The accuracy ( Number of correct predictions
Total number of predictions ) of the CNN for all the

objects is about 92% on the training, validation and test sets
as well without the proposed maximum likelihood scheme.
Confusion matrices for all the samples are shown in Tables VII,
VIII, IX and X. In Table VII all the planar segments were
evaluated independently from the other curves building up the
same object. In Table VIII, IX and X the planar curves were
evaluated at object level with the proposed maximum likelihood
scheme based on the indicated number of frames.

The confusion matrix in Tables VII and VIII show that even
one 2D contour in one frame can produce good initial results
and Tables VIII-X show that the maximum likelihood scheme
we propose is effective to increase accuracy. Conclusion for each
category:

• The precision and recall values of car (and van) and pedes-
trian (and person sitting) categories are high.

• Trucks are frequently categorized as car or van, which is
reasonable. The overall performance is sufficient.

TABLE VIII
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR TRACKED PLANAR CURVES BY USING THE PROPOSED

METHOD WITH MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD SCHEME FOR m TRACKED CURVES OF

ONE FRAME IN KITTI DATASET. (TM1KC) (1: CAR AND VAN, 2: TRUCK, 3:
PEDESTRIAN AND PERSON SITTING, 4: CYCLISTS, 5: TRAM, 6: MISC)

TABLE IX
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR TRACKED PLANAR CURVES BY USING THE PROPOSED

METHOD WITH MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD SCHEME FOR 5 ∗m TRACKED

CURVES OF FIVE FRAMES IN KITTI DATASET. (TM5KC) (1: CAR AND VAN, 2:
TRUCK, 3: PEDESTRIAN AND PERSON SITTING, 4: CYCLISTS, 5: TRAM, 6: MISC)

• Cyclists are also miss-categorized frequently (as Pedestrian
or Person Sitting). The performance measurements in case
of this category is lower, but it has to be noted there were
much less samples and maximum likelihood scheme raised
these values significantly.

• The results on tram class are sufficient, however it should
be noted it is not representative because of the very small
number of samples.

• Finally, in case of misc category our proposed method did
not performed well because of the variety of the diverse
objects hard to be identified based on sometimes under-
sampled 2D contours. Although as Table X shows, good
precision can be achieved.

By examining the results for Table IX and X, one can conclude
that there is small improvement by using more than 5 frames, so
the assumption which stated enough using 5 tracked frames is
proved to be right. Fig. 8 shows examples of categorized plane
curves from two objects.

The results are convincingly sufficient considering that pedes-
trian detection methods are robust against up to 30% occlusion
[37] on 2D images, and in a similar dataset [35] best detection
results using both vision and LIDAR data [38] is about 90%.
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TABLE X
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR TRACKED PLANAR CURVES BY USING THE PROPOSED

METHOD WITH MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD SCHEME FOR f ∗m TRACKED

CURVES OF ALL THE AVAILABLE FRAMES IN KITTI DATASET. (TMAKC) (1:
CAR AND VAN, 2: TRUCK, 3: PEDESTRIAN AND PERSON SITTING, 4: CYCLISTS,

5: TRAM, 6: MISC)

Fig. 8. Examples of the KITTI database: Points of miss-categorized plane
curves are circled with red. Note that: for illustration purposes we have chosen
the above objects with a dense series of scanner-plane segments, however the
method was designed primarily for objects with only a few of those.

TABLE XI
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR TRACKED PLANAR CURVES WITH THE PROPOSED

METHOD IN BUDAPEST DATASET. (TS0BC) (1: VEHICLE, 2: STREET

FURNITURE, 3: PEDESTRIAN, 4: FACADE)

B. Budapest Dataset

Our quantitative results for this dataset are in Tables XI,
XII and XIII. Table XI shows all the planar curves evaluated
independently from the other curves building up the same ob-
ject, while in Tables XII and XIII the planar segments were
evaluated at object level with the proposed maximum likelihood
scheme based on the indicated number of frames. The results
have high precision and recall values for each category and they
are increasing as we increase the number of scan planes used in
the decision process. If we make a decision using 5 frames even
1.0 F-measure can be achieved. Vehicle and facade also vehicle

TABLE XII
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR TRACKED PLANAR CURVES BY USING THE PROPOSED

METHOD WITH MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD SCHEME FOR m TRACKED CURVES OF

ONE FRAME IN BUDAPEST DATASET. (TM1BC) (1: VEHICLE, 2: STREET

FURNITURE, 3: PEDESTRIAN, 4: FACADE)

TABLE XIII
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR TRACKED PLANAR CURVES BY USING THE PROPOSED

METHOD WITH MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD SCHEME FOR 5 ∗m TRACKED

CURVES OF FIVE FRAMES IN BUDAPEST DATASET. (TM5BC) (1: VEHICLE, 2:
STREET FURNITURE, 3: PEDESTRIAN, 4: FACADE)

and street furniture categories are mixed up in the beginning,
however this miss-categorization is not significant at all.

C. Far Field Objects

Up to now, we have shown that our method is superior in
near/medium distance objects’ cases. Now, we demonstrate that
in case of far objects. Here, the definition of far objects is the
following: its distance from the sensor is several ten meters,
resulting in a few scan planes (m) and a few points per planes
(minimum 5), relatively far from each other, the point cloud is
vertically undersampled.

In the Budapest dataset, far field objects are not present, but
in the KITTI dataset objects far from the LIDAR sensor are
annotated too, so we can manage to show recognition results
on this dataset. Fig. 11 shows examples of car and pedestrian
located relatively far from the LIDAR. Tables XIV and XVI
present evaluation on objects built up from maximum four scan
planes. In this case the average distance of the center of gravity
from the sensor is about 41 m. In these Tables Car, Van and Truck
categories are merged, because there were very small number
of truck objects in this evaluation, and they are similar to the
other category. Examining Table XVI (tracked curves and object
level evaluation for far objects) we can state that the results are
similar to Table VIII (tracked curves and object level evaluation)
in sense of precision, recall and F-measure, the range does not
influence significantly the recognition. Figs. 9 and 10 shows
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TABLE XIV
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR PLANAR CURVES (INITIAL ESTIMATION) (FOR FAR

OBJECTS) BY USING THE PROPOSED METHOD WITH MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD

SCHEME FOR m CURVES OF ONE FRAME IN KITTI DATASET (IM1KF) (1: CAR,
VAN AND TRUCK, 2: PEDESTRIAN AND PERSON SITTING, 3: CYCLISTS, 4:

TRAM, 5: MISC)

Fig. 9. Overall accuracy and relative number of samples with respect to the
plane segment’s (TM1KC) average distance to the sensor. Sample numbers of
different range bins vary between a few tens and tens of thousands.

Fig. 10. F-measure values of each category with respect to the plane segment’s
(TM1KC) average distance to the sensor. Note that: If a bar is missing in a range
that indicates that in the given range interval there were no object sample of the
given category.

Fig. 11. Examples of far objects (the car is about 66 m and the pedestrian is
about 37 m far from the LIDAR).

TABLE XV
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR PLANAR CURVES (INITIAL ESTIMATION) (FOR FAR

OBJECTS) BY USING THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR SIMULTANEOUS

EVALUATION (CNN) OF 5 CURVES OF ONE FRAME IN KITTI DATASET.
(IG0KF) (1: CAR, VAN AND TRUCK, 2: PEDESTRIAN AND PERSON SITTING, 3:

CYCLISTS, 4: TRAM, 5: MISC)

overall accuracy and F-measure of categories varying through
range.

Tables XIV (object level evaluation with maximum likelihood
for our initial estimation in case of far objects) and XV (object
level evaluation with CNN for our initial estimation in case of
far objects) shows us teaching and evaluating the curves together
improves the classification.

VII. CONCLUSION

In the paper, a 2D-based 3D recognition method is proposed
which utilizes time varying shape information and 3D informa-
tion if it is available. We designed this method in order to solve
the recognition problem of far objects from dense LIDAR point
clouds or the general recognition problem for few layer LIDARs.
Our method can be used for outdoor objects being invariant of
the sensor. We have proposed a 3D training method based on
2D planar curves, where in the same framework we can process
feature based and object based recognition, making a robust
system for initial guess, object based and object tracking based
evaluation. Our proposed method is novel and it is independent
of object models. We demonstrated that it is capable to categorize
noisy 2D point clouds in a large public database. However, we
compared it to a recent method used for object detection in 2D
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TABLE XVI
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR TRACKED PLANAR CURVES (FOR FAR OBJECTS) BY

USING THE PROPOSED METHOD WITH MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD SCHEME FOR

m TRACKED CURVES OF ONE FRAME IN KITTI DATASET. (TM1KF) (1: CAR,
VAN AND TRUCK, 2: PEDESTRIAN AND PERSON SITTING, 3: CYCLISTS, 4:

TRAM, 5: MISC)

LIDAR point clouds and to another method uses 3D recogni-
tion in one frame; in both cases our method is proved to be
superior.

• In case of 2D contours, the proposed method (F :0.571,
Fw:0.874 - Table III) outperformed the state of the art
(F :0.519, Fw:0.825 - Table II) [4], [10].

• For 3D objects, our separate evaluation of planar curves
with maximum likelihood aggregation (F :0.943 - Table VI)
proved to be more efficient than the method in [7] (F :0.890
- Table V).

• We proved that using grouped evaluation of planar curves
for far objects (only have a few segments) by CNN
(F :0.615,Fw:0.964 - Table XV) is even better than combin-
ing separate evaluation and maximum likelihood method
(F :0.534, Fw:0.956 - Table XIV), and our method perform
just as well in case of far objects (F :0.804, Fw:0.977 -
Table XVI) as in case of near ones (F :0.815, Fw:0.972 -
Table VIII).

• One can achieve the best result evaluating tracked curves
with our CNN and using maximum likelihood to aggregate
the results from the segments on object level. As we increase
the number of frames used for maximum likelihood (until
cc. 5) the performance increases as well (F :0.899,Fw:0.972
- Table IX) for KITTI database and (F :1.0, Fw:1.0 -
Table XIII) for Budapest database).

We recommend to use our method as an extension to 3D
recognition methods ([6], [7]) in environments they cannot
process (far field); it expands the detection range. We proposed
a recognition system where in the same framework and training
system we start with good initial guessing, then tracking the
object with continuously increasing efficiency, as the visibility
and the number of scanning slices are also increasing. The paper
proves the rationality of representation of LIDAR objects as
a set of time-varying plane curves. We would later examine
how other frameworks can benefit from this representation
e.g. Recurrent neural network, or Long short-term memory
(LSTM) networks in case of continuous parallel traffic of fare
vehicles.
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